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If the principle that “the king never dies” was the ritual-juridical foundation of regal
monarchy, these two volumes show how crucially important it was to the Catholic
Church and to papal monarchy that the pope did die. The period covered in these paired
studies is the apostolic age to 1870, during most of which time the papacy had two
bodies, sacred and secular. Watched over by the Holy Spirit, the sacred survived human
death, but the mortal body had to be replaced. It is this replacement process with its
remarkable historical twists and turns that the authors take as their subject. By focusing
on the regulations, rituals, and conflicts surrounding the deaths and elections of popes,
these two magisterial historians have in fact produced an insightful new synthesis of the
history of the papacy itself. In such a narrative, two themes stand out over a millennium
and a half: the fascinating effects of the intertwining of temporal and ecclesiastical
interests in the pre-1870 Church and the remarkable flexibility of the repertoire of
symbols available to its earthly head.

The authors treat the evolution of laws governing papal death, interregnum, election,
and assumption to office separately from the history of the rites that accompanied each
stage, which has the salutary effect of making legislation and ritual equally important sites
of change. Medievalist Paravicini Bagliani tells a story that will surprise readers who are
not specialists. Women participated in some papal elections, laymen were eligible for the
chair of Saint Peter but bishops were not, and the emperors had to approve the electors’
choice before consecration, the rite that gave the new pontiff his official powers.
Interpreting the sparse early data with deceptive ease, Paravicini Bagliani always seeks to
connect an innovation to its broader political and historical context. In the fifth and sixth
centuries, for example, the bishop of Rome’s need to assert his authority relative to other
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contenders led to a new ritual preference for the Vatican; consecrated on the very tomb of
Saint Peter, he could thus anchor the claim to be his privileged successor.

Borrowing from secular traditions was also critical, and instances of imitatio imperii
multiplied in the eighth and ninth centuries. Leo III, for example, who famously
crowned Charlemagne emperor in 800, was the first to use the word palatium for a papal
residence. Although the eighth century saw the popes bolster symbols of their temporal
authority, just in time to create new emperors, it was especially in the eleventh century
that electoral rites and institutions started to assume forms with which we are familiar.
Not surprisingly, it was those well-known and impassioned Church reformers who did
the greatest damage to free and easy tradition with its strong lay involvement in elections.
The reform legislation of 1059 and 1179 limited the right to vote for the new pope to the
cardinals and empowered the clergy at the expense of the laity by making election rather
than consecration the decisive moment. As Paravicini Bagliani makes clear, however,
innovations intended to solve one problem often created another, in this case, extremely
long interregna. Enjoying their exclusive power as electors, cardinals had little incentive
to give it up. To combat this challenge Gregory X in 1274 forced a rules change requiring
the enclosure of the cardinals in what he hoped would be the most uncomfortable
conditions possible, and the institution of the conclave was born.

Of course, the workings of the Holy Spirit are mysterious and the history of papal
death and election not teleological, so the vanquishing of lay interference in the Church
in the eleventh century did not prevent the French kings from ushering the papal see out
of Rome and over to Avignon in the fourteenth century. Since so many rituals depended
on specific sites and objects in Rome, however, the period of the Avignon papacy posed
a considerable challenge, which was met by adding imaginative new elements. These in
turn enhanced the dignity of mourning, election, and consecration rites when the popes
returned to Rome.

Early modernist Visceglia’s longer volume takes the story up to the end of temporal
rule, although it concentrates on the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In a brief
review it is difficult to do justice to the richness of new research and analysis on the late
Renaissance and Baroque papacy that she offers. If Paravicini Bagliani had to elicit
meaning from scanty and ambiguous sources, Visceglia exploits a vast documentation
recovered in archives and libraries in Spain, Vienna, Paris, and London, in addition to
those of the early modern Italian capitals. Inverting the order of Paravicini Bagliani’s
presentation, she starts with the death of the popes and moves to electoral structures and
practices, concluding briefly with the “inaugural rites” of office. The third term of the
subtitle— “conflicts” — is a key theme, referring both to the contests that occur in the
city of Rome when the pope’s death signals the onset of the vacant see and to the struggles
that occur within the electoral unit, the conclave, prior to the choice of the new pontiff.

Before the politics, however, comes the body, a canvas for representing changing
notions of the papacy. The mortal remains of the pontiff receive increasing ceremonial
attention in these centuries. One of the benefits of a study of the longue dur�ee is to see
how distinct historical pressures inflect that trajectory: the way family agendas influence
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funeral rituals in the sixteenth century, for instance, or how the mistreatment of the
popes by French revolutionaries or Italian nationalists stimulates a more sacralized
attitude toward the martyred corpse.

Although she treats the religious aspects of the deaths of popes with sensitivity,
Visceglia’s narrative on the pre-1870 papacy must necessarily focus on their political
dimensions. She regards the vacant see as an integral part of the political structure of
the early modern papacy, a period whose laws and rites empower different agents and
permit the expression of alternative visions of governance. It is the conclave, however,
that commands her closest attention; she argues that the play of intersecting factions,
always important at the papal court but especially visible in these moments of transition,
was the key to electoral dynamics. The detailed chapters on the social life of the conclave
and the changing political complexions of the conclaves between 1500 and 1700 will be
of particular interest to readers of this journal. Reform legislation of 1622 required for the
first time secret written ballots (scrutinio), putting an end to the surprisingly common
practice of rushing to embrace a candidate agreed upon by the heads of the factions
(adoratio). No reforms successfully stamped out the influence of foreign powers on the
cardinals, however; indeed, the right to veto a papabile remained in place until 1904.
This enduring lay involvement makes sense, for, as Visceglia persuasively shows, papal
elections not only reflected power relations among Catholic forces at any given time,
but were also a resource that could shift the balance of those forces.

These volumes should be translated into English to gain the wider audience that they
deserve. Paravicini Bagliani’s masterfully lucid contribution is written for the educated
layperson and could be assigned to undergraduates. With its extensive new findings,
Visceglia’s monograph would appeal to a broad scholarly readership. Both books include
a small section of images and a glossary, and their combined total of eighty pages of
bibliography will be indispensable to researchers in many fields.
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